4-5-6 July 2014
14th edition of the global forum on the human issue

Free and open to all!
For a successful 21st century!

The “Dialogues en humanité”, a global forum on the human issue, invites you all to
its next event in Lyon!
Making the human issue a political one, such is the ambition of the “Dialogues en
humanité” (human dialogues). This three-day event aims to create a different kind
of environment to facilitate a genuine interaction between children, scientists,
artists, entrepreneurs, social and political activists. It also involves representatives
of the world’s main spiritual traditions and conveyors of humanity. All these people
are gathered together in order to “cultivate” a different world and to meet the
challenges of our common future.
A threefold intellectual and practical pathway
The XX century overcame the two world wars and totalitarianism. But it also
witnessed the rise of citizen’s resistance movements and various initiatives to
promote a more peaceful and fairer world. Have we learnt all the lessons on the
human issue from that era? Do we have what it takes to address both injustice and
the consequences of climate change? Let’s unveil our creative potentials in order
to confront these issues. Let’s identify the fear and violence mechanisms in order
to replace them with a peaceful outlook on life.
The
has a long way to go to attain wisdom, to promote a way to come
into this world that is gentler and to educate people to joy throughout their life. What
can we do to ensure that each and everyone can acquire the emancipation and the
autonomy that is necessary to life’s challenges but also what it has to offer?
“A million of soft revolutions” are still in place: let’s discuss alternatives that may
contribute to take up the challenges of our era. For a successful XXI century, let’s
actively contribute to the transition to a sustainable human development and to a
new awakening of civil society!
Plenty of opportunities all day long
During the “Dialogues en humanité” there will be time for debating on current
issues, as well as testimonies, artistic performances, relaxation, writing and dancing workshops, as well as activities for children and world food.
The international network
Every year, the “Dialogues en humanité”, held in Lyon and across the world Bangalore, Berlin, Rabat, Salvador de Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, Tunis, Addis Abeba,
Hammamet, Porto Novo and many other places - offer a variety of activities designed for people to merge citizen’s initiatives in order to free ourselves from our
feeling of helplessness and indifference.

Among the guests:
Devinder Sharma (India), Doudou Diène
(Senegal), Jean Sangally (Cameroon),
Débora Nunes (Brazil), Edgar Morin
(France), Antonella Verdiani (Italy), Michel
Granger (France), Christel HartmannFritsch (Germany), Josip Katavic (Bosnia),
Henryane de Chaponay (France),
Maximiliano Luna (Argentina), Ali
Serhouchni (Morocco), Malika BellaribiLe Moal (France), Irène Koukoui (Benin),
Siddhartha (India), Michel Odent (France),
Nega Tsegaye (Ethiopia), Jean Claud
Ameisen (France), Anne-Marie Codur
(USA), Fayçal Salhi (Algeria) and many
others…
In three days:
3 paths
10 agoras
150 workshops
over 10 000 participants
over 100 guests from France and all over
the world
The day’s program:
11:00 - 12:00 launching of the dialogues
12:00 - 13:30 shared meal
13:30 - 14:00 introducing the day’s
themes
14:00 - 16:00 workshops
For more information :
Site web : dialoguesenhumanite.org
Facebook : Dialogues en humanité
Twitter : @humandialogs
#Dialogues2014
Contact presse :
Grand Lyon : 04 26 99 39 51
Geneviève Ancel : 06 89 74 46 86

